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In This Article
The affordability of for-sale housing is a major topic of discussion in real estate circles and the broader public
today. In this Advisory, we lay out key supply trends to understand how and why pricing has changed in recent
years and what the implications have been for buyer demand. We also examine how nonconventional product
types may present an opportunity to deliver more affordably priced product without threatening developers’
own project calculus.

Summary of Findings
Instead of targeting the meat of the market with a volume-driven strategy, high land costs, flat income growth,
and a shrinking middle class are leading builders to target fewer but more affluent buyers. New for-sale homes
are therefore getting bigger and more expensive; prices are rising faster than incomes; and household formation
is outpacing single-family starts. In addition to limiting the affordability of new supply, conventional new detached
homes may also be overlooking lifestyle preferences for more walkable, compact communities. As a result, key
buyer segments are currently underserved. In pursuing more midscale, mid-priced product, builders may be able
to offer more attainably priced housing—while leveraging the additional density to also improve their bottom line.

Let’s start with what gets built. Builders and developers have to reconcile costs, demand, and zoning before a
project can take shape. The ways these factors are coming together in the for-sale housing market today, zoning
and land prices are limiting the supply side’s ability to meet demand for attainably priced new for-sale homes. How
is this playing out in the current supply?
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Household formation is outpacing single-family starts. In 2015, there were over one million new households
and only 630,000 single-family housing starts, well below the long-term average.
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Developers are building bigger. To reconcile high land costs, developers are looking to maximize the amount of
house they put on each lot. New single-family homes today are roughly 900 square feet larger than 40 years ago.
Just since 1999, new detached homes are 500 square feet bigger, and attached homes are 240 square feet larger.
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Bigger is more expensive. The increase in home size has pushed pricing on an absolute basis for both attached
and detached new product. Attached home prices have also increased significantly on a per-square-foot basis—
sizes increased, but prices increased even more—reflecting how townhomes have become more of a lifestyle
product for urbanites and empty-nesters in addition to a value alternative to a detached home.
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Inflation Adjusted New Single-Family Home Prices
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Home prices are rising faster than incomes. We likely wouldn’t be talking about rising home prices if incomes
were rising at the same rate. Home prices have been rising, since 2012, and faster than incomes, which have
remained flat. Today, the median existing home price is nearly four times the median income, while the median new
home costs over five times the median income. Home prices today are substantially higher relative to income than
in 1999, when a new home cost less than four times the median income and a resale home cost approximately
3.5 times the median income. Further, the gap in the price-to-income ratio between new and existing homes has
broadened significantly. In 1999, a median income buyer could likely afford to consider both new and existing
homes, but new home pricing today likely puts new product beyond the realm of consideration. It is worth noting,
however, that existing home pricing is more affordable today (relative to income) than in the pre-recession bubble
years, although underwriting standards are now much tougher.
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Affordability relative to income is much more strained in major coastal markets. In San Francisco, expect
to pay nine times the median income for the median price resale home today. Meanwhile, several high-growth
markets, like Atlanta, Dallas, and Nashville, are still comparatively affordable. For the cities surveyed below,
however, the national trend holds: home prices are rising faster than incomes. Resale prices in these markets
today are on average 4.6 times the median income, up from 3.9 in 2010. Income growth in recent years has been
minimal, so price growth explains most of the difference.

Median Resale Single-Family Home Price as a Multiple of Median Household
Income, 2015
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Builders are building for the top of the market. With generally flat median incomes and rising costs that necessitate
higher prices, the real estate community cannot afford to build new homes for middle-income households. Instead,
it has focused on building for the customers who can afford it and whose incomes are in fact rising: higher income
households. Where in the past it was more feasible for developers to build homes for the meat of the market (i.e.,
the middle class), today they are pushed to target the smaller, but more economically viable, demand pool at the top.
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Growth in new and resale pricing relative to incomes has pushed first-time buyers down. In 2015, first-time
buyers as a share of all homebuyers dropped for the third straight year to 32%, one of the lowest levels since the
National Association of Realtors started collecting this data in the 1980s and 8% below the long-term average.
An RCLCO survey of recent first-time buyers found that cost was the biggest obstacle to purchasing a home, by
a significant margin.
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Source: RCLCO December 2015 national survey of recent first-time homebuyers. N=1,077

Both first-time buyers and repeat homebuyers are increasingly priced out of new product. In 2015, the
median first-time buyer paid $170,000 for their home; the median repeat buyer paid closer to $250,000. By
contrast, median new home pricing around that time ranged from $270,000 for attached product to $285,000 for
detached. This is not to suggest that new housing should necessarily be affordable to first-time buyers. What
it does illustrate is the gap between what is built and what different buyers can afford. The bulk of demand
is somewhere between first-time buyers and upscale buyers, and finding ways to deliver new homes that are
affordable to a larger share of that demand pool is the challenge at hand.
2015 FIRST-TIME
BUYERS

2015 REPEAT
BUYERS

$246,400
Median
Home Price

$170,000

Median Home Size

1,620 SF

2,020 SF

2014 NEW
ATTACHED SALES
$267,800

1,908 SF

2014 NEW
DETACHED SALES
$284,500

2,594 SF

Source: National Association of Realtors; U.S. Census Bureau Survey of Construction
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Conventional product holds less appeal. In addition to a mismatch in pricing between what builders can build
and what buyers can afford, supply and demand may also be out of sync on product preferences. Namely, current
housing supply may be more weighted toward detached housing than a recent NAR survey suggests buyers would
prefer: while less than half of respondents indicated they would rather live in a conventional, detached home over
an attached, walkable one, 62% of the housing stock is detached homes. Millennials in particular would rather
live in an attached or multifamily, walkable home than in a detached one, which has important implications to the
extent Millennial preferences don’t change as they come into their prime home buying years in the near future.

Would you prefer Home A or Home B?
Millennials:
Home A: Detached,
Conventional
Own/rent a detached
single-family home;
requires driving to
shops and restaurants;
longer commute

43%

51%

Home B:
Attached, Walkable

Gen X:
50%

44%

Baby Boomers:
51%

43%

Silent/Greatest Generation:
47%

Own/rent an
apartment/townhome;
easy walk to shops and
restaurants; shorter
commute

41%

Actual U.S. Housing Stock:
62%

Detached

32%

Attached/Multifamily

Source: National Association of Realtors; U.S. Census Bureau Survey of Construction

Far-out locations are not helping.
New for-sale product is often located
in communities on the suburban fringe.
For buyers who value short commutes,
walkability, and proximity to neighborhood
shopping and dining options, such locations
may keep them from buying new. This
may also put additional price pressure on
existing houses that are closer in, cutting
into the affordability of resale housing as
well.

Image courtesy of Momark Development
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Few first-time buyers considering new and existing homes buy new. How are these trends playing out in
terms of actual buyer behavior? For one, few first-time buyers are buying new product, especially if they are
considering both new and existing homes in their search. An RCLCO survey found that overall, 68% of recent
first-time buyers considered new homes either exclusively or in addition to resale homes, but only 30% actually
purchased new product. Among first-time buyers who considered both new and existing homes in their search,
only 18% purchased new. This trend was apparent across income levels, though the share choosing new did
increase to over 40% for first-time buyers with incomes of $150,000 or more, reflecting the market’s current
propensity to build to the top of the market.

Consideration of New and Existing Homes by Income of First-Time Buyers
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The result is unmet demand. The way current supply and demand forces are currently coming together, new
housing supply tends toward small units in urban, midrise, or high-rise multifamily buildings, or large, exurban
single-family detached homes. This leaves key buyer segments underserved, because this supply does not offer
them the value and/or lifestyle they seek. For example:

Young families and first-time buyers: They are priced out of detached product, but want or
need more space than an apartment or small condo. Location of new detached product may be
too suburban for their preferred lifestyle.

Empty nesters: They want to downsize, but may not be ready to give up their front door,
porch, garden, etc.

Low- and middle-income renters: They cannot afford the largely “luxury” product coming
online today.
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What’s missing is product that is midscale and mid-priced. There is a range of product types that fall between
midrise multifamily buildings and detached single-family homes. It’s what Opticos Design, an architecture and
planning firm, terms the “missing middle” of the market:

Source: Opticos Design, Inc.

“Missing middle” housing can be thought of as a value play and as a lifestyle choice. RCLCO thinks of
these middle products as being between seven and 20 units per acre, which makes them somewhat smaller
than the conventional detached home. They are also relatively inexpensive to construct: construction is simpler
(Type V) than midrise multifamily, and parking ratios are typically lower than for single-family homes. The moderate
density, unit sizes, and construction costs allow builders to sell these middle products at prices that would be more
attainable to young families, first-time buyers, and middle-income buyers than new detached product.
Additionally, the density of this type of housing is sufficient to facilitate walkability, yet low enough to feel human
scaled. It can be inserted into various community contexts, from town centers to within single-family neighborhoods.
As a result, it can offer a lifestyle that conventional suburban detached homes or urban multifamily cannot. This
would appeal to a range of buyers, including empty nesters.
Midscale, mid-priced product used to be more prevalent. The share of attached and 2-4 unit structures has
declined substantially over the last several decades, while the share of larger multifamily buildings has increased.
In 1950, duplex, triplex, and four-plex product represented 19% of all housing, but it is only 8% today. Buildings
with five or more units have increased, and the growth has been driven by buildings with more than 50 units. With
less midscale product and higher detached home prices, nontraditional housing types like mobile homes have
also been introduced into the housing stock.

1950

2014

1%

6%

Single-Family Detached

11%
19%
63%
6%

Single-Family Attached

18%
8%

2-4 Units
62%

5+ Units
Other

6%
Note: “Other” includes mobile homes, RV, boats, etc.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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Why aren’t we building midscale, mid-priced product today? Thinking back to what gets built, barriers enter
the equation from various sides:

• Zoning that limits density or requires
minimum home sizes
• Density-based NIMBYism

Zoning and
Regulation

• Land, labor, and materials costs require
greater density

Market and
Land Value

• Difficult for smaller projects or builders—
who may be most likely to provide this
product—to get financing

• Buyers are not familiar with these
products and thus do not ask for
them

Consumer
Preferences

Some communities have found ways to make it happen. For example, Daybreak, a master-planned community
south of Salt Lake City, offers a range of product types, ranging from mews townhomes to cottage court bungalows
to single-family homes that are oriented around shared green space. These homes are slightly smaller and
substantially less expensive than typical single-family product in the area. Yet from a developer’s perspective,
these units still achieve premiums on a dollars-per-square-foot basis relative to the more conventional singlefamily in that community and particularly relative to other new communities nearby. Further, because the absolute
prices are lower than the conventional new home, there is a deeper demand pool for the Daybreak product, which
has positive implications for absorption.
MEWS
TOWNHOMES

COTTAGE
COURT HOMES

TOWNHOMES

HOMES AROUND
PARK

DENSE
SINGLE-FAMILY

NEARBY
CONVENTIONAL

Mews Townhomes
Holmes Homes
From the high $100s

Light House Townhomes
Holmes Homes
From the low $200s

Cottage Court Homes
David Weekley Homes
From the mid $200s

Paseo Homes
Ivory Homes
From the high $200s

Inspired by European
living close to the light
rail station and parks.

Ample outdoor entertaining
and private patio and
courtyard options.

Charming and cottage-y on
the outside. Wide-open on
the inside.

With shared parking
spaces that are begging
for a mini block party.

15/acre

11/acre

6/acre

4/acre

4/acre

3/acre

1,099 SF

1,808 SF

1,561 SF

1,673 SF

2,014 SF

3,000 SF

$199,220

$237,100

$299,990

$282,429

$342,450

$385,000

$181/SF

$131/SF

$192/SF

$169/SF

$170/SF

$145/SF

Source: Daybreak website; New Homes Source; RCLCO
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These are the supply considerations impacting homeownership affordability today, but what is the outlook
for demand? Stay tuned for RCLCO’s upcoming series of reports on buyer and renter behavior, in which we will
forecast trends in homeownership rates, explore how Millennials are making tenure decisions, and analyze Empty
Nesters’ impact on the rental market.

Article and research prepared by Todd LaRue, Managing Director, and Clare Healy, Senior Associate.
RCLCO provides real estate economics and market analysis, strategic planning, management consulting, litigation support, fiscal and
economic impact analysis, investment analysis, portfolio structuring, and monitoring services to real estate investors, developers,
home builders, financial institutions, and public agencies. Our real estate consultants help clients make the best decisions about real
estate investment, repositioning, planning, and development.
RCLCO’s advisory groups provide market-driven, analytically based, and financially sound solutions. RCLCO’s Community
and Resort Advisory Group produced this newsletter. Interested in learning more about RCLCO’s services? Please visit us at
www.rclco.com/community-and-resort.

Disclaimer: Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the data contained in this Advisory
reflect accurate and timely information, and the data is believed to be reliable and comprehensive. The
Advisory is based on estimates, assumptions, and other information developed by RCLCO from its
independent research effort and general knowledge of the industry. This Advisory contains opinions that
represent our view of reasonable expectations at this particular time, but our opinions are not offered as
predictions or assurances that particular events will occur.

rclco.com/the-advisory

